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change: How can you make the right trade-offs, with less effort? 
The solution lies in collaboration – it is a joint effort between 
sales, marketing, finance & control and supply chain. Sales and 
marketing need to know what influences a promotion and how 
these influences can be managed in an effective, easy and fast way 
using fact-based insights to make the right trade-offs. Finance & 
control needs to know how to ensure trade spend is in control 
and spend wisely (i.e. promotional effectiveness). Supply chain 
needs to know how to best translate promotion plans to volume 
plans for production and inventory. 

Team up in trade promotion management
Make sure you team up in trade promotion management. Create 
a robust process supported by the right tooling, leveraging the 
increased insight and control.

Sales and Marketing
Hit your target with driver based commercial decision making.
1. Get insights in lift factors, pre-loading effects, post promotion 

dips, cannibalization effects and effectiveness of different 
types of promotions.

2. Help your sales force by providing them with this valuable 
information to make better decisions. Collect data on 
promotions and use it as starting point for promotion planning 
and discussions with your customers and other parts of your 
own organization.

3. Set up a process to gather this information and use simple and 
quick solutions to both capture and disclose the data fast and 
from different angles (margin, topline, volume).
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Trade promotion management: a joint effort!
Promotions and related trade spend are increasingly getting 
management attention. And rightfully so. Promotion pressure 
in the FMCG is high, often 30% of volume or above and trade 
spend involves serious amounts of money. This has consequences 
throughout the organization, some parts focusing on the more 
volume related effects (e.g. supply chain), others more on the 
value aspect (finance & control) and some on both volume and 
value (sales and marketing).

With immature processes and unfit tooling support, planning 
promotions is complex and time consuming while the effects and 
profitability of the promotions remain unclear and are not under 
control. If this sounds familiar: other companies have proven that 
it is possible to make better decisions based on fact based insights, 
whilst simultaneously spending much less time on it. So time for a 
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4. Create a mini P&L per promotion so your sales force can 
instantly see the effect of promotion based on the variables 
entered. Enable them to “play” with these drivers to see what 
brings the best margins, for both your organization and the 
target customer. Inspire them to create multiple scenarios 
with instant insight on P&L effects to make fact-based trade-
offs, or bring these scenarios crisp and clear to the decision 
making platform (like an S&OP Demand meeting).

Finance & control
Safeguard strategic alignment, promotional effectiveness and 
trade spend. You have the helicopter view. Use this to provide 
benchmarks between different parts of the business. Be a partner 
in business. Set up a process to analyze and discuss promotions 
and trade spend, both past and planned so you are in control.

Supply chain
Use the improved insights in promotion planning to optimize 
volume planning for production and inventories. Check parameter 
settings and adjust where needed. Do we still need this level of 
buffer-stock now we have much more insights on the planned 
promotions? Is this the means to get rid of those annoying left 
overs?
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What does EyeOn stand for?
EyeOn helps large companies in running the best possible planning 
process for steering their business. In order to be successful, large 
companies continuously have to combat the natural tendency to 
increase internal complexity. EyeOn is convinced that the quality 
of their planning processes, focusing at driving the business as 
an integrated whole, is the discriminating factor in this. We help 
our clients to design, implement and execute excellent planning 
processes. 

Interested?
You can always contact us at mail@eyeon.nl to get more
information or make an appointment.

•	 Improve	 forecast	 accuracy	 through	 uplift	 and	
cannibalization modeling

•	 Integrated	in	one	platform,	build	around	sales
•	 Copy/enter/maintain	promotions
•	 Integrated	 with	 ERP,	 reporting	 system,	 input	 for	 the	

integrated business planning process

Sr. Account Manager - Having a P&L with the visibility on the 
effect of increments caused by a promotion is very important. I 
now often can predict the outcome of certain promotions with an 
accuracy of one euro. Our awareness on the effect of promotions 
improved dramatically. I can analyze up to item level, and pick 
those promotions that are most profitable. Analyses of increments 
for customers and brands are possible, making it easier to decide 
where to invest trade spend.
Demand Manager – We used to have a revenue manager that 
calculated everything on a monthly basis, after sales already 
made a choice based on experience and piecemeal information. 
Knowledge on promotions is now moving from supply chain to 
sales, where it belongs. Now the insight in relevant data is directly 
available to the person who uses the data to make decisions, 
making them of better quality and much quicker too. 
Sr. Business Controller - It improved visibility and finance based 
decision making. We no longer have to rake all kinds of inputs 
from different places. I have a “ready for use” P&L forecast that 
I can monitor on a daily basis. What more could I want? This is 
called advanced promotion management.

The experience of a customer
Commercial planning has been implemented at a leading 
European FMCG company. The company faces a promotion 
pressure of >30%, substantial amounts of trade spend, limited 
insight in promotion effectiveness, a limited promotion 
control loop and limited integration with the financial 
planning process. 

Better insights with less effort, better decisions, fact based 
•	 Pre-	and	post-evaluation	promotions
•	 Optimize	promotion	spend.	Direct	evaluation	of	different	

promotions. Which to pick with a given amount of trade 
spend

•	 Clear	list	of	risks	and	opportunities
•	 Workflow	and	approval	flow	involving	finance
•	 Retail	and	manufacturer	margin	made	transparent,	useful	

yearly negotiations
•	 Improved	financial	visibility
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